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ABSTRACT
Purpose: This investigation determined the strength of association between tongue kinematic
and speech acoustic changes in response to speaking rate and loudness manipulations.
Performance changes in the kinematic and acoustic domains were measured using two aspects of
speech production presumably affecting speech clarity: phonetic specification and variability.
Method: Tongue movements for the vowels /ia/ were recorded in ten healthy adults during
habitual, fast, slow and loud speech using three dimensional electromagnetic articulography. To
determine articulatory-to-acoustic relations for phonetic specification, we correlated changes in
lingual displacement with changes in acoustic vowel distance. To determine articulatory-to-
acoustic relations for phonetic variability, we correlated changes in lingual movement variability
with changes in formant movement variability.
Results: A significant positive linear association was found for kinematic and acoustic
specification, but not for kinematic and acoustic variability. Several significant speaking task
effects were also observed.
Conclusion: Lingual displacement is a good predictor of acoustic vowel distance in healthy
talkers. The weak association between kinematic and acoustic variability raises questions
regarding the effects of articulatory variability on speech clarity and intelligibility, particularly in
individuals with motor speech disorders.
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Introduction
Two commonly reported characteristics of dysarthric speech are imprecise and variable
sound production patterns (Forrest & Weismer, 1995; Goozee, Murdoch, Theodoros, & Stokes,
2000; Jaeger, Hertrich, Stattrop, Schönle, & Ackermann, 2000; Kleinow, Smith, & Ramig, 2001;
McHenry, 2003; Neilson, & O’Dwyer, 1984; Netsell & Bauer, 1975; Turner, Tjaden, &
Weismer, 1995; Ziegler & van Cramon, 1986). Because these two aspects of articulatory
performance have been primarily measured using either an articulatory kinematic or acoustic
approach, the extent to which performance in one domain is indicative of performance in the
other is not known. More knowledge about articulatory-to-acoustic relations is necessary to
better predict the extent to which altering articulatory movements, for example in treatment of
individuals with dysarthria, will produce targeted speech acoustic and perceptual changes. This
information is also essential for a better understanding of the articulatory basis of speech
intelligibility impairments in talkers with dysarthria.
Although vocal tract movements unquestionably engender acoustic change, the
association between speech movements and acoustic outcomes may not be as strong as often
assumed because of motor equivalence and non-linearities between vocal tract configurations
and resulting formant frequencies. Motor equivalence refers to the ability to generate various
motor actions with an equivalent end result (Lashley, 1951). With regard to speech, talkers are
capable of producing the same sound through different vocal actions (Gay & Hirose, 1973;
Guenther, et al., 1999; Hertrich & Ackermann, 2000; Hughes & Abbs, 1976; Perkell, Matthies,
Svirsky, & Jordan, 1993; Perkell et al., 1997). For example, talkers can vary the relative
contributions of lip rounding and tongue body elevation to produce the vowel /u/ (Perkell, et al.,
1993). Non-linear relations between vocal tract movements and speech output have been
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described in a relatively small number of modeling and empirical studies (e.g., Beckman et al.,
1995; Gay et al., 1992; Perkell, 1996; Perkell & Nelson, 1985; Stevens, 1972, 1989). The
Quantal Theory, for example, which is based on the classic modeling studies by Stevens predicts
that formant frequencies are relatively unaffected by small incremental changes in the location of
tongue-to-hard palate constrictions.
The purpose of the current study was to empirically determine the strength of
articulatory-to acoustic relations in two variables considered to impact speech intelligibility:
phonetic specification and phonetic variability. Phonetic specification was defined as the
distance between two vowels in articulatory or acoustic space. Articulatory specification was
represented as the extent of tongue displacement between the high vowel /i/ and low vowel /a/;
acoustic specification was represented by the Euclidean distance between the high vowel /i/ and
low vowel /a/ in F1/F2 planar space.
Phonetic variability was defined as the variability of kinematic (kinematic variability)
and acoustic (acoustic variability) patterns across several repetitions of the same utterance. The
spatiotemporal index (STI) was used to quantify phonetic variability in both the articulatory and
acoustic domains (Smith, Goffman, Zelaznik, Ying, & McGillem, 1995). The spatiotemporal
variability of movement patterns has been primarily studied in the kinematic domain (e.g.,
Kleinow, et al., 2001; McHenry, 2003, 2004).
Figure 1 presents a hypothetical framework for predicting the effects of phonetic
specification and phonetic variability on speech clarity and intelligibility. In this framework, high
phonetic specification and low phonetic variability yields the clearest speech even under difficult
listening conditions, such as the presence of environmental noise (e.g., Payton, Uchanski, &
Braida, 1994). Therefore, we defined it as the “ideal speech” for listeners. In contrast to ideal
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speech, low phonetic specification and high phonetic variability, two qualities commonly found
in talkers with motor speech impairments, yields the most unintelligible speech. For simplicity,
typical speech is hypothetically located near the middle of the speech clarity continuum with
moderate levels of phonetic specification and variability.
____________________
Insert Figure 1 about here
____________________
To examine the strength of the articulatory-to-acoustic association for phonetic
specification and variability, we asked healthy talkers to modify their speaking rate and loudness.
As portrayed in Figure 2, these speaking tasks provided a means to elicit natural variations in the
degree of phonetic specification and variability, which could be examined in both the kinematic
and acoustic domains. Based on the existing literature, Figure 2 illustrates the predicted changes
in speech movements elicited by each speech task within the proposed framework.
_____________________
Insert Figure 2 about here
_____________________
For example, prior research suggests that articulatory movements become overspecified
or hyperarticulated (Lindblom, 1990) during slow and loud speech (Adams, Weismer, & Kent,
1993; Dromey, 2000; Dromey & Ramig, 1998; Schulman, 1989; Tasko & McClean, 2004). In
contrast to slow and loud speech, articulatory movements are often underspecified or
hypoarticulated during fast speech (Flege, 1988; Goozee, Stephenson, Murdoch, Darnelle, &
LaPointe, 2005; Kent & Moll, 1972; Nelson, Perkell, & Westbury, 1984). Underspecification or
hypoarticulation, however, is not observed in some talkers who, instead of displacement
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reduction, increase articulatory movement speed to achieve faster rates (Engstrand, 1988; Gay &
Hirose, 1973; Kuehn & Moll, 1976; McClean, 2000; Tasko & McClean, 2004). In comparison to
typical speech, articulatory movement patterns tend to be (1) more variable during slow speech
(Kleinow et al., 2001; Smith et al., 1995; Smith & Kleinow, 2000), (2) less variable during loud
speech (Huber & Chadrasekanan, 2006) and, (3) slightly more variable during fast speech (Smith
& Kleinow, 2000; Kleinow et al., 2001).
If the association between speech kinematics and acoustics is strong, speaking rate and
loudness manipulations should produce similar effects in both domains. Prior acoustic studies
provide some support for this suggestion showing that compared to typical speech, slow and loud
speech have been observed to elicit overspecified vowels in F1/F2 planar space and fast speech
to elicit underspecified vowel targets (Gay, 1978; Lindblom, 1963; Tjaden & Wilding, 2004;
Turner et al., 1995). However, because both domains have rarely been studied together, the
associations between articulatory and acoustic changes in response to speaking rate and loudness
manipulations are poorly understood.
The current investigation was conducted to examine the articulatory-to-acoustic relations
in typical talkers. Speaking rate and loudness manipulations were used to elicit natural variations
in the degree of articulatory and acoustic specification and variability. Once applied to speech
impaired populations, this information may be useful for identifying treatment approaches that
elicit articulatory performance patterns that have predictable, positive effects on speech acoustic
and intelligibility.
Methods
Participants
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Ten healthy adult speakers (5 male, 5 female; Range: 21-47 years; Mean = 29.1 years)
participated in this study. They reported no history of speech, language, or hearing difficulty and
English was their native language (Midwestern dialect). All participants passed a bilateral
hearing screening at 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz with 25 dB.
Speech Tasks
Participants produced the sentence “Tomorrow Mia may buy you toys again” five times
at their typical speaking rate and loudness. They were then instructed to repeat the sentence five
times using speaking rates that were approximately twice as fast and half as fast their typical
speaking rate. In addition, participants were asked to produce five repetitions of the utterance
using a loudness that was approximately twice as loud as their typical loudness. The order of the
five speaking tasks was counter balanced across talkers 1 to 5. The data from talkers 6 to 10 were
used also as control data for a different study that required the sentence productions to be
produced in the following order: typical, fast, loud, and slow. To our knowledge, there are no a
priori reasons to anticipate order effects for a limited number of simple speech tasks produced by
healthy controls.
Data Collection
Articulatory movements were captured using three-dimensional electromagnetic
articulography (Model: AG500; Medizintechnik Carstens, Germany), which tracked the position
of small sensors (coils of approximately 2 mm diameter) located within an electromagnetic field.
Participants were seated inside a Plexiglas cube that housed six electro-magnets that generated
electro-magnetic pulses at distinct frequencies. The induced voltages recorded by each sensor
were proportional to the relative strength of each electro-magnet. These voltage signals were
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converted into three Cartesian coordinates and two angles that were expressed relative to an
origin located at the center of the cube.
In the current study, four sensor coils were placed approximately 1.5 cm apart on the
participant’s midsagittal tongue with the most anterior and posterior sensors placed
approximately 1.5 and 6 cm from the tip of the tongue, respectively (Figure 3). Only the most
posterior sensor was used for data analysis in this study. This sensor was selected because it
captured the predominant tongue movement during the target production /ia/.
Three sensors were also placed on a pair of plastic goggles, which fit snuggly around the
forehead. The data from these sensors were used to correct for the influence of head translation
and rotation on tongue kinematics (Figure 3). After sensor placement, each participant was
engaged in casual conversations for approximately five minutes to allow time to adjust to the
presences of sensors on the tongue.
_____________________
Insert Figure 3 about here
_____________________
Acoustic data were obtained using a condenser microphone that was placed
approximately 15 cm from the mouth. Acoustic recordings were digitized with a sampling rate of
16 kHz and 16-bit quantization level.
Validity of Tracking Using the AG500
Prior to analysis, the accuracy of the AG500 tracking was estimated based on the change
in distance (i.e., range and standard deviations) between the three fixed head sensors (Figure 3).
Because all head sensors were placed on the rigid pair of goggles, the distance between each
head sensors should, ideally, remain constant throughout the data collection session. For this
analysis, the head sensor time-histories during the target /ia/ were used. One repetition of each
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speaking task was randomly selected for each participant, resulting in 120 range and standard
deviation values, which were averaged across all participants. The error range was defined as the
difference between the smallest and largest measured distance between each of the possible
sensor pairs within one recording. The standard deviation represented the deviation of the mean
distance between the two sensors during each recording.
The use of head sensors rather than tongue sensors for the error estimation was necessary
because the tongue is not a rigid object and the distance between two sensors is expected to
change during speech. Therefore, the error range and the standard deviations of the head sensor
distances provided the best estimates available of the expected tracking errors. Table 1 shows the
results of the error estimation. In general, the measurement error was acceptable for tracking of
speech movements and showed convergence with previous findings of less than 0.5 mm error of
the AG500 under ideal recording conditions (Yunusova, Green, & Mefferd, 2009).
Data Parsing
The spectrographic view (frequency range 0 - 8000 Hz; 125 Hz bandwidth) of
Wavesurfer (Sjölander & Beskow, 2006) was used to determine the beginning and ending of the
target /ia/. The boundaries were defined by the offset and onset of the nasal “m” in “Mia may.”
To extract the first and second formant, the LPC-based formant tracking algorithm (0.049
s window length) in Wavesurfer was applied to the parsed target. All formant trajectories were
further manually checked and when necessary edited using an LPC spectrum display to verify
formant location. The spectrum section plots were set to an order factor of 20 for females and an
order factor of 33 for males with an FFT analysis of 512 points. The first and second formant
time-histories were extracted at a frame interval of 0.001 seconds for further analysis in a
customized Matlab software program (The Mathworks, 2007).
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Kinematic data extraction, parsing and processing
The three-dimensional movements of the posterior tongue sensor and nose bridge sensor
were calculated and head corrected using software provided by Medizintechnik Carstens (CalPos
and NormPos; respectively).
A 3-D distance signal using the posterior tongue sensor and nose bridge sensor was
calculated using a customized software program in Matlab and then smoothed in Matlab using a
10 Hz LP filter. Additionally, the first principal component of the posterior tongue sensor
trajectory was derived from the filtered movements in the x, y, and z dimension using a
customized software program in Matlab. The acoustic signal was used to determine the target
boundaries in the kinematic signals (Figure 4).
The distance signal was used to determine phonetic specification; the principal
component signal was used to determine phonetic variability. The rationale for using two
different signals for phonetic specification and phonetic variability in the kinematic domain was
that the Euclidean distance signal paralleled the approach to determine phonetic specification in
the acoustic domain (see below “determining phonetic specification”), which was important for
the validity of correlating kinematic and acoustic specification. However, one concern with using
the Euclidean distance signal is the potential of rotation artifacts (Green et al., 2007).
Specifically, the Euclidean distance poorly represents tongue movements that form an arc-shaped
path relative to the head sensor. Since the principle component accounted for most of the
movements in all three dimensions (see below “determining phonetic variability”), articulatory
specification calculated based on the Euclidean distance signal and principal component signal
were compared to determine potential rotational artifacts. Comparisons showed that both
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approaches yielded the same results; thus, suggesting that rotational artifacts did not significantly
affect measurements of articulatory specification.
The principal component approach was chosen for the calculations of kinematic phonetic
variability to parallel the calculations of acoustic phonetic variability, which required the
reduction of two dimensions of formant movements (F1 and F2) into one dimension (see below
“determining phonetic variability”). By using similar signal processing procedures in the
kinematic and acoustic domain, we maximized the validity of correlating kinematic and acoustic
variability. Both signal processing approaches (i.e., principal component and Euclidean
distance) have been used previously to reduce three-dimensional kinematic data into a single
dimension (Hertrich & Ackermann, 2000; Hoole & Kühnert, 1995, Smith et al., 1995).
_____________________
Insert Figure 4 about here
_____________________
Data Analysis
Speech task performances
The duration of the target /ia/ was measured based on the parsed acoustic signal using the
spectrogram plot in Wavesurfer. This measure was used to verify speaking rate changes
according to the speech tasks. Relative loudness was determined by extracting the mean dB
value across the target /ia/ using Wavesurfer. Relative loudness was used to verify the changes in
loudness according to the speech tasks.
Determining phonetic specification
To maximize the validity of comparisons between kinematic and acoustic domains,
similar data conditioning and analysis techniques were used on both signals. In the kinematic
domain, tongue displacement was represented by the distance signal of the posterior tongue
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sensor to the nose bridge sensor. Articulatory specification was measured by calculating the
Euclidean distance between /i/ and /a/ in 3-D movement space. Specifically, the Euclidean
distance between tongue displacement extrema during the productions of /ia/ was algorithmically
determined using a customized Matlab program. Five 3-D Euclidean distance values associated
with the five repetitions of the target utterance were averaged for each talker within each speech
task.
In the acoustic domain, specification was represented as the Euclidian distance between
/i/ and /a/ in F1/F2 planar space. The first and second formant trajectories were imported to
Matlab, smoothed using a 30 Hz LP filter for typical, fast, and loud and a 5 Hz LP filter for slow.
Filter selections were based on visual inspections of the filtered and unfiltered formant
trajectories. A customized Matlab algorithm graphically displayed the first and second formant
trajectories and indicated the F2 maximum for /i/ and the F2 minimum for /a/ (Figure 5).
_____________________
Insert Figure 5 about here
_____________________
Acoustic extrema associated with each vowel were identified algorithmically based on
zero-crossings in the associated formant velocity trace. The experimenter manually selected F2
values for /i/ and /a/ based on the indicated F2 extrema. The corresponding F1 values were then
extracted to define the F1/F2 planar space for /i/ and “a.” Note that F1 extrema were not always
captured with this approach since F2 extrema and F1 extrema did not always occur at the same
time. The rational for selecting the F2 extrema was based on Tjaden and Weismer’s (1998)
report that F2 formant trajectories are sensitive to speaking rate manipulation. However, when
the F2 extrema remained steady over a relatively long period (i.e., during slow speech), the F2
value at the time of the F1 extrema was selected to capture the acoustic vowel specification most
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accurately. After extracting F1 and F2 for /i/ and /a/, the Euclidean distance between /i/ and /a/ in
F1/F2 planar space was calculated. Euclidian distance values within each speech task were then
averaged for each talker.
Determining phonetic variability
For each analyzed target, the first principal component of the posterior tongue sensor
trajectory was derived from the filtered movements in the x, y, and z dimension. On average, the
principal component accounted for 98% of the three dimensional movement (Range = 70 - 99%).
The principal component signal was inverted if its movements were in the opposite direction to
that of the three-dimensional time histories.
For each subject and speaking task, the STI was calculated on the principal component
signals representing the tongue movements associated with the five repetitions of the target
utterance. The five principal component signals were first demeaned and divided by their
standard deviations. Then, all signals were time normalized to 1000 points using a spline
interpolation function (Figure 6, Panel A). Next, 50 non-overlapping windows with 20
consecutive data points were created along the x-axis and the standard deviation within each
window was determined. Finally, the sum of 50 standard deviation values provided the STI score
(Smith et al., 1995). For each speech task, STI scores were averaged across all ten participants.
The procedures to calculate acoustic variability paralleled those used to estimate
kinematic variability (Figure 7. Panel B). The first principal component was derived from the
smoothed first and second formant trajectories. Across all analyzed repetitions, the principal
component accounted on average for 99% of the F1 and F2 formant trajectory movements
(Range = 88 - 100%). Each principal component was demeaned and divided by its standard
deviation and then time-normalized to 1000 points using a spline interpolation algorithm.
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Because the kinematic and acoustic principal components accounted for approximately
the same percentage of variance in the 3D signals, the acoustic and kinematic principal
components were deemed to be equally representative of the raw data in their respective
domains.
_____________________
Insert Figure 6 about here
_____________________
Statistical Analyses
To verify that our speaking tasks elicited targeted changes in rate and loudness, we
subjected the duration and loudness values to a repeated measure analysis of variance. Post-hoc
analyses included paired sample t-tests to test mean differences between each speech task. The
effect of the speech task on articulatory and acoustic specification was determined by submitting
the mean displacement and mean vowel distance values to separate repeated measure analysis of
variance tests. Post- hoc analyses between speech conditions were examined using paired sample
t-tests.
Pearson’s correlations were computed to determine the strength of association between
articulatory and acoustic phonetic specification. These correlations were performed across and
within talkers. The strength of articulatory-to-acoustic association of phonetic variability across
and within talkers was calculated the same way.
____________________
Insert Table 1 about here
____________________
Reliability of Measurements
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The reliability of kinematic measures was not assessed because these measured were
algorithmically determined. Measurement reliability of the formant trajectories was calculated by
randomly selecting one condition of each participant and re-tracking F1 and F2 values of all
repetitions within the selected condition. The reliability of the acoustic specification was
calculated using the difference between the Euclidian distance of the re-analyzed data and the
original Euclidian distance. On average Euclidian distances differed by 37 Hz (SD = 26 Hz). The
STI values of re-analyzed conditions were compared to the original STI values. The difference
between the re-analyzed and original STI values was 0.78 (SD = 0.61), which was acceptable for
the purpose of this study.
Results
Task Performance
Figure 7 displays the average of the mean duration and SPL values, and their standard
errors for each speech task. A significant main effect was found for duration, F(1.33, 11.96) =
17.34, p = .001. Post-hoc analyses showed that slow speech elicited significantly longer target
duration than did typical (p < .01), loud (p < .01), and fast speech (p < .01). Further, fast speech
elicited significantly shorter target duration than did loud (p < .01), typical (p = .03), and slow
speech (p < .01).
_____________________
Insert Figure 7 about here
_____________________
The main effect of speech intensity was statistically significant, F(3,27) = 64.39, p <
.0001. Loud speech was produced at significantly greater intensities than were typical (p < .01),
fast (p < .01), and slow speech (p < .01). Further, slow speech was produced at significantly
lower intensities than was fast speech (p < .05) and typical speech (p < .05). Taken together,
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these findings suggest the protocol for eliciting the targeted rate and loudness changes was
successful.
Articulatory-to-Acoustic Relations
Articulatory specification is plotted as a function of acoustic specification in Panel A of
Figure 8. Because two separate lines of regressions were evident, correlations were calculated for
male and female talkers. Pearson’s correlations were high across both male [r(98) = .83, p < .01]
and female [r(98) = .86, p < .01] talkers. When analyzing the articulatory-to-acoustic correlation
for each individual talker, all but two talkers revealed significant correlations (Table 2).
Articulatory phonetic variability is plotted as a function of acoustic phonetic variability in
Panel B of Figure 9. No significant correlation between articulatory and acoustic STI values was
found.
_______________________________
Insert Figure 8 and Table 2 about here
_______________________________
Phonetic Specification
The results for articulatory and acoustic specification are displayed in Panel A and B of
Figure 9, respectively. A significant task effect was found for lingual displacement [F(3,27) =
32.901, p < .001] and for acoustic vowel distance [ F(3,27) = 16.13, p < .001]. Table 3 displays
the paired sample t-tests for the task effects on articulatory and acoustic specification.
________________________________
Insert Figure 9 and Table 3 about here
________________________________
In the kinematic domain, slow speech elicited significantly larger lingual displacements
than did typical (p < .01), loud (p < .01), and fast speech (p < .01). Further, loud speech elicited
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significantly larger displacements than did typical (p < .01), and fast speech (p < .01). Lingual
displacements during fast speech were significantly smaller than they were during typical (p <
.01) and loud speech (p < .01). In the acoustic domain, vowel distances were significantly larger
during slow speech than during typical (p < .01), loud (p < .01), and fast speech (p < .01). Vowel
distances were also significantly larger during loud speech than during fast speech (p < .01).
A mixed-group analysis of variance found a significant gender effect for acoustic vowel
distances [F(1,8) = 8.66, p = .02] with a significant task x gender interaction [F(3,24) = 4.375, p
= .01]; however, no significant differences between males and females were found for lingual
displacements. Female talkers produced significantly greater vowel distances than did male
talkers during slow (Mean difference = 472.14 Hz, SE = 130.3), loud (Mean difference = 536.70
Hz, SE = 143.3), and typical speech (Mean difference = 420.24, SE = 120.6). Moreover, the
mean difference in acoustic vowel distance between loud and typical speech approached
statistical significance after covarying gender effects (p = .05).
Phonetic Variability
One STI value was calculated for each participant for speech task in the kinematic
domain and one STI value for each participant for each speech task in the acoustic domain.
Panels A and B of Figure 10 display the main effects for articulatory and acoustic variability,
respectively. A one-way within-subjects analysis of variance test yielded a significant task effect
for articulatory variability [F(3, 24) = 3.27, p = .04]. However, only loud speech was
significantly less variable than slow speech [t(9) = -3.21, p = .01]. Loud speech tended to be less
variable than typical and fast speech, typical speech tended to be less variable than slow and fast
speech, and fast speech tended to be less variable than slow speech. A one-way within-subject
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analysis of variance revealed no significant task effects for acoustic variability. Further, gender
effects were not found in the kinematic or acoustic domain for the STI values.
______________________
Insert Figure 10 about here
______________________
Descriptive Evaluation of the Hypothetical Framework
Figure 11 shows the articulatory (Panel A) and acoustic (Panel B) results of the
hypothetical framework for rate and intensity effects on phonetic specification and variability. In
the kinematic domain, articulatory performance measures for slow speech were primarily located
in the region of high articulatory specification and high kinematic variability. In contrast to slow
speech, the results for loud, fast, and typical speech were talker-specific.
______________________
Insert Figure 11 about here
______________________
The acoustic results yielded similar results compared to the kinematic findings with
respect to specification; however, the spread along the x-axis (variability) tended to be smaller.
Moreover, for some talkers, slow speech tended to be more specified and less variable than other
conditions.
Discussion
In this study, ten typical adult talkers systematically varied their speaking rate and
loudness to elicit changes in tongue kinematics along two dimensions that presumably impact
speech clarity and intelligibility: articulatory specification and variability. Task specific changes
in specification and variability of both tongue and formant trajectories were measured. The data
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were used to examine articulatory-to-acoustic relations in response to speaking rate and loudness
changes.
Changes in tongue displacement were strongly correlated with changes in acoustic vowel
distance, whereas changes in tongue movement spatiotemporal variability were not associated
with changes in formant variability. Furthermore, our experimental framework for predicting the
effects of speaking task on specification and variability on articulatory kinematics was only
confirmed for some talkers during slow speech.
Articulatory-to-Acoustic Relations for Phonetic Specification
Changes in phonetic specification in the articulatory and acoustic domains were strongly
correlated across and within talkers. Although females and males exhibited a similar degree of
articulatory specification (specifically during slow, loud, and typical speech), female talkers
exhibited significantly greater acoustic specification than male talkers. This finding may be due
to vocal tract size differences between males and females (Fant, 1975). Specifically, because
females have smaller vocal tracts than males, an equivalent degree of articulatory specification
may produce relatively greater acoustic specification in females than males. The gender
difference in the acoustic domain may explain earlier findings of perceptual studies showing that
vowels of females were more intelligible during clear speech in noise compared to vowels of
males (Bradlow & Bent, 2002; Ferguson, 2004).
Task-related changes in articulatory displacements and acoustic vowel distances occurred
in the predicted direction (fast < typical < loud < slow) and were in accordance with previous
studies (Kinematics: Dromey & Ramig, 1998; Goozee et al., 2005; Huber & Chandrasekaran,
2006; Kent & Moll, 1972; Tasko & McClean, 2004, Schulman, 1989; Acoustics: Gay, 1968;
Lindblom, 1963; Tjaden & Wilding, 2004; Turner et al., 1995).
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The observation that kinematic specification was well preserved in the acoustic domain
suggests that this indicator of articulatory performance may have important clinical implications
for treatments designed to improve speech intelligibility. Specifically, individuals with
compromised speech intelligibility may benefit from therapies designed to maximize the
specification of speech movements. In this study on healthy talkers, the greatest degree of
articulatory specification was achieved through reductions in speaking rate. This effect was
consistent across speakers in both the articulatory and acoustic domains.
Overall, the effect of loud speech on articulatory and acoustic specification was not as
large and consistent across talkers as slow speech. As mentioned above, loud speech was
significantly more specified than typical speech in the articulatory kinematic domain; however,
acoustic vowel distances during loud speech were highly variable across talkers and,
consequently, not statistically different from typical speech. After covarying gender effects to
reduce variability among talkers, differences in acoustic specification between typical and loud
speech approached statistical significance.
In one of the ten talkers in this study, articulatory specification was not predictive of
acoustic specification. In this case, only minimal increases in articulatory specification elicited
disproportionally large increases in acoustic specification. One possibility is that this talker
moved other parts of the vocal tract (i.e., tongue root, larynx) instead of or in addition to the
tongue dorsum to produce the target vowels. Thus, future studies are warranted to explore talker-
specific articulatory responses to task demands to fully understand the factors that influence the
articulatory-to-acoustic relationship.
Articulatory-to-Acoustic Relations for Phonetic Variability
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Current understanding about the influence of movement variability on speech acoustic,
speech clarity, and speech intelligibility is very limited. In our healthy talkers, the degree of
kinematic variability did not predict the degree of acoustic variability, even though speaking rate
and loudness manipulations elicited a wide range of STI values in both domains. This lack of
correspondence between articulatory and acoustic variability raises questions regarding the
extent to which the observed articulatory variability contributes to intelligibility impairments.
However, our results are based on healthy talkers, and therefore should be considered tentative
because kinematic variability is expected to be greater in talkers with speech motor impairments
than in our neurologically intact talkers. Moreover, in speakers with impaired speech,
articulatory variability may interact with articulatory imprecision in ways that are detrimental to
speech intelligibility.
A potential limitation of this study is that very short and simple signals were analyzed to
determine phonetic variability. Previous studies have typically measured articulatory movements
associated with multiple words in an entire sentence (e.g., Buy Bobby a puppy). The use of a
very short target utterance was, however, necessary for the analysis of continuous formant
trajectories. This concern was mitigated by the findings that a range of kinematic variability was
elicited in response to speaking rate and loudness changes and that these changes are in
agreement with prior findings (Huber & Chandrasekaran, 2006; Kleinow et al., 2001). Therefore,
although the use of short and simple signals probably accounted for the relatively low STI values
obtained in this study in comparison to those reported in previous studies, it did not appear to be
a confounding factor.
In contrast to articulatory movements, the spatiotemporal variability of formant
movements has rarely been studied. One of the few existing studies found that the shape of
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formant movements were distinct for slow and habitual speech (Berry & Weismer, 2003);
however, the variability of formant movements within a speaking rate condition was not
examined in their study. In the current study, speaking rate or loudness changes did not appear to
affect the spatiotemporal variability of formant movements, even though the movement shapes
across speech tasks may have differed.
Our approach of correlating movement variability of a single lingual fleshpoint with
movement variability of formants will not account for the potential effect of other vocal tract
movements (i.e., larynx height, tongue root, degree of lip rounding and protrusion) on acoustic
change. This study, however, was designed to minimize these effects. Specifically, we chose a
stimulus utterance (“ia”) that elicited large movements of the posterior tongue and attached a
tracking sensor to that region. The effectiveness of this approach was supported by the phonetic
specification findings where we observed very strong correlations between posterior tongue
movement and formant change. Based on this finding, we might expect to observe similar
associations for phonetic variability between the two domains if they existed. Future
investigations correlating vocal tract area functions with formant change are needed to resolve
this issue.
Quantal Theory and Current Findings
Although the current investigation was not specifically designed to test the Quantal
Theory (Stevens, 1972, 1989), the strong linear association observed in this study between
articulatory and acoustic specification is not consistent with the notion of nonlinear relations
between the scaling of vocal tract movement and its associated acoustic output. Perhaps speaking
rate and loudness manipulations elicited articulatory changes that were too coarse to observe
quantal effects. In the current study, quantal relations may, however, account for the poor
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association observed between kinematic and acoustic variability. In contrast to the articulatory
changes in phonetic specification, the magnitude of the deviations in articulatory movements that
constitute phonetic variability may be smaller and therefore less likely to engender acoustic
change. In addition, the observed acoustic stability could also be the result of motor equivalence,
where other vocal tract structures (i.e., jaw, lips) are working with the tongue to minimize
acoustic variability. Although additional studies are needed to understand the functional
significance of quantal effects on phonetic variability, the current findings motivate additional
studies to examine the possibility that speech acoustic may be relatively unaffected by small
amounts of articulatory variability as quantified by the STI.
One limitation of using the principal component and STI approaches to address
movement variability is that inconsistencies across trials in the spatial locations and the
magnitude of change are not well-preserved in both kinematic and acoustic space. Despite this
limitation, the preserved variability in the kinematic domain was systematic across tasks, which
allowed us to determine if this variability was expressed in the acoustic domain.
Descriptive Results of the Hypothetical Framework: Kinematic and Acoustic Findings
Improved knowledge about (1) how speaking rate and loudness manipulations affect
articulatory performance measures and (2) how changes in the kinematic domain are reflected in
the acoustic domain will have important clinical implications because rate and loudness
manipulations are commonly used to improve speech intelligibility. Our hypothetical framework
relates changes in phonetic specification and variability to their potential effects on speech
clarity and intelligibility. Based on previous findings of jaw and lip movements, we hypothesized
that loud speech would elicit both highly specified and stable articulatory movements of the
tongue (Dromey & Ramig, 1998; Huber & Chandrasekaran, 2006; Kleinow et al., 2001;
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Schulman, 1989), whereas slow speech would elicit highly specified articulatory movement that
were more variable relative to the other speech tasks (Adams et al., 1993; Kleinow et al., 2001;
Tasko & McClean, 2004). For slow speech, articulatory specification was significantly higher
than all other speech condition and articulatory variability was significantly higher than loud
speech.
In the acoustic domain, phonetic specification and variability did not follow the predicted
pattern across tasks and speakers; however, slow speech was significantly more specified and
tended to be less variable acoustically than any other speech tasks. The low acoustic variability
finding for slow speech was in the opposite direction of that predicted by the kinematic findings
in our framework. The finding of high acoustic specification and low acoustic variability during
slow speech suggests that, in healthy talkers, a speaking rate reduction may be an effective
articulatory strategy to enhance speech clarity. The extent to which these finding have
implications for improving speech intelligibility in persons with dysarthria requires further
investigation.
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Table 1
Estimation of Measurement Errors (mm) Based on Head Sensors (N=120).
Head Sensor Distances
Nose – Right Side Nose – Left Side Right Side – Left Side
Mean Error Range 0.31 0.28 0.36
Mean Error SD 0.09 0.08 0.11
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Table 2
Articulatory-to-Acoustic Correlations for Phonetic Specification (N = 20)
Talker Specification
S1 .89**
S2 .77**
S3† .91**
S4 .89**
S5 .60**
S6 .92**
S7 .96**
S8 .80**
S9 .97**
S10† .42
Note. In two cases one outlier was removed from the correlation analysis
for phonetic specification † N = 19. **p < .01.
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Table 3
Paired Sample t-Tests for Phonetic Specification
Speech Task
Comparison
Mean Difference in
Displacement in mm
(+ SE)
t(9) Mean Difference in
Vowel Distance in Hz
(+ SE)
t(9)
Slow vs. typical 6.29 (1.29) 4.88** 466 (59.36) 7.85**
Slow vs. loud 4.76 (1.18) 4.02** 388 (62.53) 6.19**
Slow vs. fast 8.44 (0.99) 8.54** 610 (58.59) 4.73**
Loud vs. fast 3.69 (0.49) 7.41** 220 (55.63) 1.83*
Loud vs. typical 1.53 (0.41) 3.70** 77 (37.08) 2.09
Typical vs. fast 2.16 (0.48) 4.50** 143 (48.13) 1.40
*p < .05. **p < .01.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. The hypothesized interactions of phonetic specification and phonetic variability and
their effect on speech intelligibility.
Figure 2. The experimental framework for speaking rate and loudness effects on articulatory
specification and variability, and their hypothesized impact on speech intelligibility.
Figure 3. HR = head sensor right, HC = head sensor center, HL = head sensor left, T 1-4 =
tongue sensors (only T4 was analyzed in this study), JR = jaw sensor right, JC = jaw sensor
center, JL = jaw sensor left.
Figure 4. The tongue movement time-histories of the x, y, and z dimensions are plotted together
with the corresponding 3-dimensional distance signal between the posterior tongue marker and
the nose bridge marker (D) and the principal component signal (PC). The minimum and
maximum displacements of the 3-dimensional distance signal were used to determine
articulatory specification. Kinematic target boundaries were based on the acoustic data.
Figure 5. F1 and F2 formant trajectories are plotted for the target /ia/. The F2 maximum and
minimum and their corresponding F1 values were used to determine the acoustic specification of
the two vowels.
Figure 6. Kinematic variability (Panel A). The time- and amplitude-normalized principal
component of the 3-dimensional tongue movement is plotted for each repetition of /ia/. The
standard deviation within a 20 point window is plotted below the movement traces. Acoustic
variability (Panel B). The time- and amplitude-normalized principal component of the first and
second formant movement is plotted for each repetitions of /ia/. The standard deviation within a
20 point window is plotted below the formant movement traces.
Figure 7. Panel A displays the averages of the duration means (+ SE) for each speech task (N =
10). Panel B shows the averages of the loudness means (+ SE) for each speech task (N = 10).
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Figure 8. In panel A lingual displacement is displayed as a function of vowel distance size. All
five repetitions of all speech tasks from all talkers were included (N = 198), two outliers were
removed. In panel B kinematic variability is plotted as a function of acoustic variability. Two
outliers were removed (N = 38).
Figure 9. Panel A displays the averages of the tongue displacement means (+ SE) for each
speech task (N = 10). Panel B shows the corresponding averages of vowel distance means (+ SE)
for each speech task (N = 10).
Figure 10. Panel A displays the mean of the kinematic STI values (+SE) for each speech task (N
= 10). The tasks are shown in ascending order with the lowest STI value on the left side. The
mean acoustic STI values (+ SE) for each speech task (N = 10) are shown in panel B.
Figure 11. In panel A articulatory specification is displayed as a function of kinematic
variability. Articulatory specification is represented as the mean of the lingual displacements (n =
5) in each speech task for each talker. Variability is represented as the resulting kinematic STI
value of five trajectories in each speech task for each talker. One outlier was removed for the
typical and fast speech task. In panel B acoustic specification is displayed as a function of
acoustic variability. Acoustic specification is represented as the mean of the vowel distance (n =
5) in each speech task for each talker. Variability is represented as the resulting acoustic STI
value of five trajectories in each speech task for each talker.
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Figure 1. The hypothetical framework.
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Figure 2. The experimental framework for speaking rate and loudness effects.
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Figure 3. Sensor placement.
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Figure 4. Determining articulatory specification.
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Figure 5. Determining acoustic specification.
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Figure 6. Determining phonetic variability.
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Figure 7. Speech task performance.
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Figure 8. Articulatory-to-acoustic relations.
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Figure 9. Speech task effects for phonetic specification.
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Figure 10. Speech task effects for phonetic variability.
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Figure 11. Testing the experimental framework.
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